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Welcome to the 2017
Computer Science
Catalogue
At Cambridge University Press we are driven by a simple goal:
to create resources for teachers and students to ignite a curiosity
and love for learning. Using the best authors and inspirational
contributors, university expertise and external industry links, our aim
is to innovate, inspire and raise education to a new standard.
England’s education system is going through a signiﬁcant period with changes to the
GCSE and A Level qualiﬁcations. Signiﬁcant changes to assessment and content including
an increased emphasis on computational thinking, programming and problem-solving
skills require a different approach to teaching, and teachers will require ongoing support,
guidance and answers to questions and concerns.
At Cambridge University Press we are committed to supporting teachers and progressing
students during this transitional phase of education. This catalogue includes our brand
new comprehensive suite of resources for A Level and GCSE Computer Science, as well as
our popular Key Stage 3 Coding Club titles. Our resources are designed to engage and
motivate learners of all abilities, support navigation of the new assessment objectives and
exams, and prepare students for the challenges of the new speciﬁcations.
We also have a number of international resources for you to explore; Cambridge IGCSE® and
International AS and A Level Computer Science, IGCSE ICT and International AS and A Level IT.
To ﬁnd out more, please contact your local sales consultant who will be happy to answer your
questions or visit cambridge.org/education.
Best wishes,

The Computer Science Team
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TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Order FREE evaluation copies of our Computer Science
resources. Digital access to Cambridge Elevate will be valid
for 30 days. Contact your local sales consultant for details –
please see the back of this catalogue for contact information.
Order online at cambridge.org/education
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Cambridge Elevate is our brand new teaching and learning
subscription service that provides you with a dynamic and
ﬂexible solution to deliver the new GCSE and A Level Computer
Science qualiﬁcations.
Our Cambridge Elevate enhanced editions combine Student Book content and the
Cambridge Elevate digital features to provide you and your students with an engaging,
interactive and ﬂexible approach to teaching and learning.

Whole
school site
licence
NOW
AVAILABLE*

*GCSE level only, an unlimited number of teachers and students within the same school.
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A range of images, audios and interactive exercises to

A focus on further learning
and career

engage students and deepen their understanding.

Real-life examples to help students relate their learning to

Rich digital content

Flexible learning

everyday life.

Cambridge Elevate is available online through browsers or

Exam practice

ofﬂine through the Cambridge Elevate app (suitable for

Interactive and exam-style questions to help students

iOS and Android).

prepare for their exams.

Flexible teaching

Free customer support

Teachers can link to external resources including VLEs,

A wide range of support services including free webinars,

create differentiated student groups and send notes and

Quick start guide, handy videos, FAQs and a dedicated

messages directly to their students.

technical support team.

Interactive
Students and teachers can annotate text, add web links and
g highlight
g g keywords
y
g font size,
audio recordings,
and change
providing a personalised solution to learning and teaching.

Track & report on students’ progress
‘Assess to Progress’ provides progress tracking, expert marking and assessment at no extra cost.
Assignments and exam-style questions from our Student Books are linked to the DfE assessment objectives to
provide a criterion to track and record students’ progress, and example answers, suggestions and improvements
are provided to help show students how they can improve.
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A/AS Level Computer Science for OCR
A new suite of digital resources tailored to the new OCR A/AS Level Computer Science
speciﬁcation. Our OCR A/AS Level resources prepare students for the new coursework
component, demonstrate how Computer Science relates to everyday life, and support
teachers in the transition from ICT to Computer Science.
• Created by an author team of practising teachers
and industry advisors, including Computing At
School master teachers.
• Rich digital assets highlight the historical and
professional context of Computer Science and
demonstrate complex concepts and processes.

• A strong focus on independent learning, computational
thinking, programming and problem-solving skills.
• Differentiated to support students of all abilities with
activities that stretch the more able and provide support
to those who need it.

A/AS Level Computer Science for OCR Components
Cambridge Elevate enhanced editions
• Digital interactive teaching and learning resources covering all
the knowledge, understanding and skills for Components 1 and 2 of
the new OCR course.
• Designed to engage students and develop their computational
thinking, knowledge and skills, and demonstrate how Computer
Science is applied to everyday life.
• Contains rich digital assets including animated tutorials, video interviews
and coding presentations to help students understand difﬁcult concepts.
• Covers Python programming language and pseudocode.
• ‘Assess to Progress’ tool supports assessing, tracking and reporting of
students’ progress.
OCR Component 1 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107465510

OCR Component 2 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107465558
Example code to
facilitate teaching and
learning of programming
techniques.

Animations explain
difﬁcult concepts
or key features of a
topic.

Glossary of key
vocabulary from all
chapters.

Feature box
highlights
application of
Computer Science
to everyday life.
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Hints and reminders to
aid students’ revision,
some include questions
to prompt students’
knowledge.
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Teaching Programming
• A teacher resource offering complete support for Component 3 of the
new speciﬁcation.
• Features a progressive and structured series of problems and lesson
plans to help prepare students for the practical aspects of the course.
• Includes detailed lesson plans structured around a series of 20
differentiated problems progressing in difﬁculty, to stretch the more
able and provide support for those who need it.
• Model solutions in pseudocode for every question to support teaching
in various programming languages used in the classroom.
OCR Teaching Programming for Component 3 (2 Years)
ISBN

PDF

9781107465503

Teacher’s Resource

• FREE digital Teacher’s Resource containing practical support and
guidance for delivering the new AS and A Level Computer Science
qualiﬁcations for Components 1 and 2.
• Mapped to the Cambridge Elevate enhanced editions, includes
teaching ideas, advice and notes on each chapter covering
pre-requisite learning.
OCR Component 1 Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107496774

FREE with purchase of Component 1
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition

OCR Component 1 Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781107496767

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website

OCR Component 2 Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107531956

FREE with purchase of Component 2
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition

OCR Component 2 Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781107531963

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website
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A/AS Level Computer Science for WJEC/Eduqas
A new suite of digital resources tailored to the new WJEC/Eduqas A/AS Level Computer
Science speciﬁcation. Our WJEC/Eduqas A/AS Level resources prepare students for the
new coursework component, demonstrate how Computer Science relates to everyday life,
and support teachers in the transition from ICT to Computer Science.
• Created by an author team of practising teachers and
industry advisors, including Computing At School master
teachers.
• Rich digital assets highlight the historical and professional
context of Computer Science and demonstrate complex
concepts and processes.

• A strong focus on independent learning, computational
thinking, programming and problem-solving skills.
• Differentiated to support students of all abilities with
activities that stretch the more able and provide support
to those who need it.

A/AS Level Computer Science for WJEC/Eduqas Components
Cambridge Elevate enhanced editions
• Digital interactive teaching and learning resources covering all the
knowledge, understanding and skills for Components 1 and 2 of the
new WJEC/Eduqas course.
• Designed to engage students and develop their computational
thinking, knowledge and skills, and demonstrate how Computer
Science is applied to everyday life.
• Contains rich digital assets including animated tutorials, video
interviews and coding presentations to help students understand
difﬁcult concepts.
• Covers Python 3, Visual Basic.NET, PHP and Java programming
languages and pseudocode.
• ‘Assess to Progress’ tool supports assessing, tracking and reporting of
students’ progress.
WJEC/Eduqas Component 1 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107549418

WJEC/Eduqas Component 2 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107549425
Example code to
facilitate teaching and
learning of programming
techniques.

Animations explain
difﬁcult concepts
or key features of a
topic.

Glossary of key
vocabulary
from all chapters.

Feature box
highlights
application of
Computer Science
to everyday life.
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Hints and reminders to
aid students’ revision,
some include questions
to prompt students’
knowledge.
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Teaching Programming
• A teacher resource offering complete support for Component 3 of
the new speciﬁcation.
• Features a progressive and structured series of problems and lesson
plans to help prepare students for the practical aspects of the course.
• Includes detailed lesson plans structured around a series of 20
differentiated problems progressing in difﬁculty, to stretch the more
able and provide support to those who need it.
• Model solutions in pseudocode for every question to support teaching
in various programming languages used in the classroom.
WJEC/Eduqas Teaching Programming for Component 3 (2 Years)
ISBN

PDF

9781107549487

Teacher’s Resource

• FREE digital Teacher’s Resource containing practical support and guidance
for delivering the new AS and A Level Computer Science qualiﬁcations for
Components 1 and 2.
• Mapped to the Cambridge Elevate enhanced editions, includes teaching
ideas, advice and notes on each chapter covering pre-requisite learning.
WJEC/Eduqas Component 1 Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107549647

FREE with purchase of Component 1
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition

WJEC/Eduqas Component 1 Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781107549654

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website

WJEC/Eduqas Component 2 Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 Years)
ISBN

9781107549708

FREE with purchase of Component 2
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition

WJEC/Eduqas Component 2 Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781107549715

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website
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GCSE Computer Science for OCR
A new suite of print and digital GCSE Computer
Science resources tailored to the new
OCR GCSE Computer Science speciﬁcation.
• Written by an experienced teacher and assessment leader.
• A strong focus on developing students’ computational thinking,
programming, problem-solving skills and mathematical concepts.
• Includes rich digital content, real-life examples and challenges to
help students relate Computer Science to everyday life.
• Supports teachers with the delivery of the new speciﬁcation and
the transition from ICT to
Computer Science.

Learning outcomes
List of the learning objectives
and the speciﬁcation points
covered in the chapter.

Challenge
Helps focus students on
real-life application of the
skills and knowledge they
will learn in the chapter.

Real-life examples
Familiar real-life scenarios
that help students to
understand how their
learning is important to
everyday life.
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GCSE Computer Science OCR Components
Student Book
Our OCR GCSE Computer Science Student Book uses an exciting and engaging approach to help students master underlying
computing principles and concepts and develop their computational thinking, programming and problem-solving skills.
• Underpinned by computational thinking and designed to equip students with core strategies and concepts such as logic and
algorithms.
• Coding challenges develop programming skills and help prepare students for the non-exam assessment.
• Contains contextual activities to support the less conﬁdent and open-ended challenges to stretch the more able.
OCR Student Book
ISBN

9781316504031

Watch out
Boxes highlighting
common misconceptions.

Key terms
Key terms are highlighted
throughout.

Cambridge GCSE
Computing Online
Links to corresponding
digital activities that
demonstrate skills,
programming, and
provide consolidation and
self-assessment.

Activity
Regular exercises that
allow students to put their
learning into practice and
investigate new ideas.

COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES
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GCSE Computer Science for OCR (cont.)
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
This digital edition combines the content of our OCR Student Book
and the Cambridge Elevate digital features to offer a dynamic and
ﬂexible solution to delivering the new GCSE Computer Science
qualiﬁcation.
• Rich digital content help students relate Computer Science to everyday life.
• Animated tutorials and coding presentations help students understand
difﬁcult concepts.
• Features a wide variety of practice problems, interactive worksheets and
exam-style questions to help with exam preparation.
• Contains examples in Python and interactive guidance and answers
which explain the coding language used.
• ‘Assess to Progress’ tool supports assessing, tracking and reporting of
students’ progress.
OCR Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition School Site Licence (1 Year )*
1 Year

ISBN 9781316609965

OCR Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition**
1 Year

ISBN 9781316609941

2 Years

ISBN 9781316504055

OCR Print Student Book plus Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition**
2 Years

ISBN 9781316503997

*Unlimited number of teachers and students within the same school.
**Individual licences available.

Search functionality allows
users to ﬁnd the content
they need easily.

Users change font
size and style to
adapt the content.

Teachers and students
can highlight important
information, add notes,
annotations, weblinks,
hyperlinks and audio
recordings.

Teachers can add
bookmarks to
create direct links to
content they want
their students to see
and download or
upload content to
their school’s VLE.
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Teachers can send notes
and messages directly to
their student groups.
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Teacher’s Resource

Mapped to the Student Book, our FREE Teacher’s Resource offers practical
support in delivering the curriculum conﬁdently, whether teachers are new to
programming or specialists in need of time-saving resources and ideas.
• Features notes on each chapter including sections on learning outcomes, key
vocabulary, common misconceptions, skills and coding and homework ideas.
• Includes easy-to-follow, practical teaching aids and ideas.
• Provides background knowledge for the assessment, assessment ideas and
coding competence.
• Contains answers to questions featured in the Student Book.
OCR Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
ISBN

9781316504093

FREE with purchase of Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition

OCR Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781316504109

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website

Skills and
coding for
non-specialist
teachers.

Additional
assessment
and activity
ideas.

Prompting
questions
to help
teachers start
conversations
with students.

Vocabulary

COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES
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GCSE Computer Science for AQA
A new suite of print and digital GCSE Computer
Science resources tailored to the new AQA GCSE
Computer Science speciﬁcation.
• Written by an experienced teacher and assessment leader.
• A strong focus on developing students’ computational thinking,
programming, problem-solving skills and mathematical concepts.
• Includes rich digital content, real-life examples and challenges to
help students relate Computer Science to everyday life.
• Supports teachers with the delivery of the new speciﬁcation and the
transition from ICT to Computer Science.

Learning outcomes
List of the learning
objectives and the
speciﬁcation points covered
in the chapter.

Challenge
Helps focus students on reallife application of the skills
and knowledge they will
learn in the chapter.

Real-life examples
Familiar real-life scenarios
that help students to
understand how their
learning is important to
everyday life.
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GCSE Computer Science AQA Components
Student Book
Our AQA GCSE Computer Science Student Book uses an exciting and engaging approach to help students master underlying
computing principles and concepts and develop their computational thinking, programming and problem-solving skills.
• Underpinned by computational thinking and designed to equip students with core strategies and concepts such as logic and
algorithms.
• Coding challenges develop programming skills and help prepare students for the non-exam assessment.
• Contains contextual activities to support the less conﬁdent and open-ended challenges to stretch the more able.
AQA Student Book
ISBN

9781316504048

Watch out
Boxes highlighting
common misconceptions.

Key terms
Key terms are highlighted
throughout.

Activity
Regular exercises that
allow students to put their
learning into practice and
investigate new ideas.
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GCSE Computer Science for AQA (cont.)
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
This digital edition combines the content of our AQA Student Book
and the Cambridge Elevate digital features to offer a dynamic and
ﬂexible solution to delivering the new GCSE Computer Science
qualiﬁcation.
• Rich digital content help students relate Computer Science to
everyday life.
• Animated tutorials and coding presentations help students understand
difﬁcult concepts.
• Features a wide variety of practice problems, interactive worksheets and
exam-style questions to help with exam preparation.
• Contains examples in Python and interactive guidance and answers
which explain the coding language used.
• ‘Assess to Progress’ tool supports assessing, tracking and reporting of
students’ progress.
AQA Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition School Site Licence (1 Year)*
1 Year

ISBN 9781316609989

AQA Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition**
1 Year

ISBN 9781316609972

2 Years

ISBN 9781316504079

AQA Print Student Book plus Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition**
2 Years

ISBN 9781316504017

*Unlimited number of teachers and students within the same school.
**Individual licences available.

Search functionality allows
users to ﬁnd the content
they need easily.

Users change font
size and style to
adapt the content.

Teachers and students
can highlight important
information, add notes,
annotations, weblinks,
hyperlinks and audio
recordings.

Teachers can add
bookmarks to
create direct links to
content they want
their students to see
and download or
upload content to
their school’s VLE.
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Teachers can send notes
and messages directly to
their student groups.
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Teacher’s Resource

Mapped to the Student Book, our FREE Teacher’s Resource offers
practical support in delivering the curriculum conﬁdently, whether
teachers are new to programming or specialists in need of time-saving
resources and ideas.
• Features notes on each chapter including sections on learning
outcomes, key vocabulary, common misconceptions, skills and coding
and homework ideas.
• Includes easy-to-follow, practical teaching aids and ideas.
• Provides background knowledge for the assessment, assessment ideas
and coding competence.
• Contains answers to questions featured in the Student Book.
AQA Teacher’s Resource Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
ISBN

9781316504116

FREE with purchase of Cambridge Elevate enhanced
edition

AQA Teacher’s Resource Free Online
ISBN

9781316504123

FREE PDF download from our UK Schools website

Skills and coding
for non-specialist
teachers.

Additional
assessment and
activity ideas.

Prompting
questions to help
teachers start
conversations with
students.

Vocabulary

COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES
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Cambridge GCSE Computer Science
Getting Started MOOC

With the content structure aligned to
our GCSE Computer Science for OCR
Student Book, this MOOC (Massive
Open Online Course) is a great way to
introduce the content studied through
the GCSE course. As a teacher, you
can use it outside of the classroom
in preparation for your next lesson.
This MOOC has been created by the
Cambridge based partnership between
the exam board OCR and Cambridge
University Press.

FREE
Features:
• Tailored to the OCR GCSE Computing (J275) and
Computer Science (J276) curricula.
• Written and presented by subject experts.
• Contains interactive activities and supporting
resources that will give users valuable insight into
computing and computer science.
• Courses are designed for 14-16 year olds, however,
they are both free and open to everyone.

Access on cambridgegcsecomputing.org

17
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Key Stage 3
Coding Club
A unique series of coding books that guides young programmers to create their own
versions of familiar games and challenges them to adapt and experiment with programs.
• Levels that build on each other allowing ﬂexibility for
students to choose topics of interest.

• Gives students the chance to experiment and create
their own versions of familiar games.

• An appealing design, fun approach and simple
explanations throughout.

• Can be used on Windows, Macs or Linux based
systems and therefore compatible with Raspberry Pi.

• Written by a practising teacher, containing objectives,
summaries and challenges to engage students.

• Can be used in a classroom where there is no expert
teacher or at home with a parent.

Python Basics (Level 1)
This lively book is an introduction to the world of coding and to Python 3.
• Young programmers will learn how to code and customise several fun applications.
• The fun challenges and Quick Quizzes help to consolidate new skills.
• The free companion website provides the full source code for all the projects
and challenges.
Python Basics (Level 1)

ISBN 9781107658554

Python: Programming Art (Level 1)
Students can create artistic applications to explore their creative side!
• Reinforces students’ programming knowledge from Python Basics.
• Activities include extending Etch A Sketch® and building a drawing app.
Python: Programming Art (Level 1)

ISBN 9781107631090

Python: Next Steps (Level 2)
Take Python coding to the next level!
• Aimed at students who have some basic programming experience and are ready to
move on to slightly more challenging material.
• Students will learn essential new programming ideas to make them much more
accomplished coders.
Python: Next Steps (Level 2)

ISBN 9781107623255

Coding Club Python: Interactive Adventures Supplement 2
Reinforce your programming knowledge from Python: Next Steps and learn a few more tricks.
• Takes a project-based approach, allowing students to progress at their own pace.
• Provides extra ideas and challenges at the end of each chapter to encourage students
to go further with their learning.
Coding Club Python: Interactive Adventures Supplement 2

ISBN 9781316634110

Python: Building Big Apps (Level 3)
Build more sophisticated apps with level 3 of Coding Club!
• This lively book explains how to break down projects into manageable chunks.
• Guides and supports students with building larger, more exciting projects.
• Students develop and learn the necessary skills to build larger apps.
Python: Building Big Apps (Level 3)

ISBN 9781107666870

COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES
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Coding Club Elevate enhanced editions
Our unique series of coding books are now available for schools subscriptions on
Cambridge Elevate, our digital learning and teaching platform, offering a cost effective
solution to schools.
• Feature downloadable text for coding.
• Includes interactive questions.
• Quick start videos for guidance.

• Users can annotate text, add audio notes, weblinks
and hyperlinks.
• Teachers can create student groups and message
them directly.

• Unlimited 1 Year licences for users within the
same school.

Python Basics Level 1 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
ISBN

9781107495340

Pack E
ISBN

Python: Programming Art Level 1 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
Pack F
ISBN

9781107496477
ISBN

Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python:
Programming Art Level 1and Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520035
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python:
Next Steps Level 2 and Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520059

Python: Next Steps Level 2 Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
ISBN

Pack G

9781107496422

Coding Club Python: Interactive Adventures Supplement 2
ISBN

9781316634110

Pack H

Python: Building Big Apps Level 3 Cambridge
Elevate enhanced edition
ISBN

Pack A
ISBN

Pack B
ISBN

Pack C
ISBN

ISBN

ISBN

9781107496439
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1 and Python: Programming Art Level 1)

Pack J

ISBN

9781107519947
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition ( Contains Python
Basics Level 1 and Python: Next Steps Level 2)
9781107515994

Pack K

ISBN

Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1 and Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)

Pack L

9781107519961
ISBN

Pack D
ISBN

19

Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python:
Programming Art Level 1 and Python: Next Steps Level 2)
9781107519985

cambridge.org/education
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Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1, Python: Programming Art Level 1 and Python:
9781107520066
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1, Python: Programming Art Level 1 and
Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520080
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1, Python: Next Steps Level 2 and Python:
Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520097
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python:
Programming Art Level 1, Python: Next Steps Level 2 and
Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520103
Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (Contains Python
Basics Level 1, Python: Programming Art Level 1, Python:
Next Steps Level 2 and Python: Building Big Apps Level 3)
9781107520127

Black Flag: A Coding Club Mission
Written to create coding interest, and build on knowledge and understanding of
coding skills for Key Stage 3 students, Black Flag is no ordinary novel. It allows readers
to play along with the story by completing a number of coding challenges via the
FREE companion website (cambridge.org/codingclub-blackﬂag).
• Using this unique combination of storytelling and
coding, Black Flag encourages avid readers to become
coders, and engages avid coders in literature.
• The puzzles in the book only require basic knowledge
of programming.
• Completing Python Basics or looking at background
information provided online will provide this knowledge.

• Working through the puzzles will consolidate
coding skills.
• Story can be read as a standalone novel if this is
preferred. Puzzles ﬁt in alongside.
• Written by an experienced young adult ﬁction
author.

Black Flag: A Coding Club Mission
ISBN

9781107671409

COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES
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Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science

Some components on
this page are endorsed by
Cambridge International
Examinations

Sarah Lawrey, Donald Scott and Richard Morgan
Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science 0478 syllabus for examination from 2016.
These resources are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.
• Contains detailed explanations of the concepts required,
with examples and tasks to help consolidate knowledge, and
introduces the foundations of programming that students
need to learn.

Cambridge IGCSE® Computer Science
Coursebook
ISBN

• In the Programming books, task-based learning builds up
skills, guiding students through projects and providing
examples of real coding solutions for students using
Microsoft Visual Basic or Python.

9781107518698

Programming Book for Microsoft® Visual Basic
ISBN

9781107518643

NEW Programming Book for Python
ISBN

9781316617823

NEW Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM
ISBN

9781316611166

NEW Coursebook with Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition
bundle (2 years)
ISBN

978131664168

NEW Coursebook and Programming book with Cambridge
Elevate enhanced edition Coursebook and Programming Book for
Microsoft® Visual Basic bundle (2 years)
ISBN

9781316646182

NEW Coursebook and Programming book with Cambridge
Elevate enhanced edition Coursebook and Programming Book for
Python bundle (2 years)
ISBN
® IGCSE is a registered trademark of
Cambridge International Examinations.

9781316646175

Revision Guide
ISBN

9781107697997

Cambridge IGCSE® ICT
Second edition
Victoria Wright and Denise Taylor
Cambridge IGCSE® ICT syllabus 0471 for examination from 2016.
The coursebook is endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations for full syllabus coverage.
Cambridge IGCSE® ICT
Coursebook with CD-ROM
ISBN

9781316500743

NEW Coursebook Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 years)
ISBN

9781316500750

NEW Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM
ISBN

21

9781316627419
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The coursebook offers detailed coverage of the role and
application of ICT in a fast-changing world. With clear
theoretical explanations and complete coverage of the practical
aspects of the syllabus, this coursebook reﬂects the latest
technologies in the ﬁeld. It contains an accompanying CD-ROM
with source ﬁles required by students to complete the practical
tasks outlined in the coursebook.

Cambridge International AS and
A Level Computer Science

Some components on
this page are endorsed by
Cambridge International
Examinations

Sylvia Langﬁeld and Dave Duddell
Cambridge International AS and A Level Computer Science 9608 syllabus for examination
from 2016.
These resources are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Computer Science
follows the syllabus in a chronological fashion with four modules
to match the four sections of the syllabus and with complete
coverage of the theoretical and practical aspects.

Cambridge International AS and
A Level Computer Science
NEW Coursebook
ISBN

9781107546738

NEW Revision Guide
ISBN

9781107547544

NEW Coursebook Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 years)
ISBN

9781107547551

Coursebook with Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 years)
ISBN

9781316644966

NEW Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM
ISBN

9781316609859

Cambridge International AS and A Level IT
Cambridge International AS and A Level IT 9626 syllabus for examination from 2017.

The Cambridge International AS and A Level IT coursebook
is a new edition to support the new Cambridge International
Examinations syllabus 9626 for examination from 2017. This new
coursebook provides a comprehensive resource that supports
students studying this fast-moving subject.

Cambridge International AS and
A Level IT
NEW Coursebook with CD-ROM
ISBN

9781107577244

NEW Coursebook Cambridge Elevate enhanced edition (2 years)
ISBN

9781107577275

= Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations
= Working towards endorsement by Cambridge International Examinations
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Keep in touch
Whether you want more details on any of our resources, or you would like to place an
order, we’d love to hear from you.
YOUR LOCAL CONSULTANT
Colleen McGuinness
07774 239094
cmcguinness@cambridge.org

Blackburn with Darwen, Blackpool, Bolton, Bury, Cumbria, Lancashire, Manchester, Oldham,
Rochdale, Salford, Stockport, Tameside, Trafford, Warrington, Wigan.

Jan Lawson
07984 654535
jlawson@cambridge.org

Darlington, Doncaster, Durham, East Riding of Yorkshire, Gateshead, Hartlepool, Kingston upon
Hull, Middlesbrough, Newcastle upon Tyne, North Lincolnshire, North Tyneside, North Yorkshire,
Northumberland, Redcar and Cleveland, South Tyneside, Stockton-on-Tees, Sunderland, York.

Vanessa Sganzerla
07946 604646
vsganzerla@cambridge.org

Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, Herefordshire, Sandwell, Shropshire, Solihull, Walsall, Warwickshire,
Wolverhampton, Worcestershire.

Dawn Needham
07774 239107
dneedham@cambridge.org

Cheshire East, Cheshire West and Chester, Derby, Derbyshire, Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton,
Staffordshire, St. Helens, Stoke-on-Trent, Telford and Wrekin, Wirral.

Sam Day
07774 239096
sday@cambridge.org

Cambridgeshire, Leicester, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Norfolk, North East Lincolnshire,
Peterborough, Rutland, Suffolk.

Juli King
07946 604692
jking@cambridge.org

Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Portsmouth, Southampton, Swindon,
West Berkshire, Wiltshire.

Lisa Wrenn
07983 517596
lwrenn@cambridge.org

Bedford Borough, Central Bedfordshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Luton, Milton Keynes,
Southend-on-Sea, Thurrock.

Caron Barnett
07944 149056
cbarnett@cambridge.org

Barking and Dagenham, Barnet, Brent, Camden, City of London, Enﬁeld, Greenwich, Hackney,
Haringey, Harrow, Havering, Islington, Lambeth, Lewisham, Newham, Redbridge, Southwark, Tower
Hamlets, Waltham Forest, Westminster.

Chloe Harvey
07899 843620
charvey@cambridge.org

Bath and North East Somerset, Bournemouth, Bristol, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire,
North Somerset, Plymouth, Poole, Somerset, South Gloucestershire, Torbay.

Customer Services
01223 325 588
educs@cambridge.org

Barnsley, Bexley, Bracknell Forest, Bradford, Brighton and Hove, Bromley, Croydon, Calderdale,
Ealing, East Sussex, Hammersmith and Fulham, Hillingdon, Hounslow, Kensington and Chelsea,
Kent, Kingston Upon Thames, Kirklees, Leeds, Medway, Merton, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire,
Reading, Richmond upon Thames, Rotherham, Shefﬁeld, Slough, Surrey, Sussex, Sutton, Wakeﬁeld
Wandsworth, West Wokingham, Windsor and Maidenhead.

If your location is not listed above, please contact us at educustserve@cambridge.org
Find your local sales consultant online at cambridge.org/gb/education/ﬁnd-your-sales-consultant

cambridge.org/education
ukschools@cambridge.org
01223 325 588
@CUPUKschools
facebook.com/BrighterThinking
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